DuPont™ Corian® Home

TIMELESS SOPHISTICATION
FOR KITCHEN, BATHROOM AND FURNITURE DESIGN

BEAUTY, STRENGTH AND VERSATILITY
COME NATURALLY TO CORIAN®

Corian.
Self-expression starts at home

Nothing is more personal than your own home. Above all, you want your home to be welcoming, but you also want it to say something about you and your sense of style.

DuPont™ Corian® is your ideal partner to achieve this. Applicable in an extensive variety of ways from chic, easy-care benchtops to sleek, low-maintenance bathrooms and from unique furniture designs to atmospheric lighting solutions...above all, DuPont™ Corian® is designed for life.

It has developed a solid following for over 45 years and a distinct personality. With its advanced blend of natural minerals, pigments and polymer it is durable and extremely versatile, making it an ideal surface to live with.

Built on world-class expertise in science and technology and with an enviable heritage of genuine innovation, DuPont™ Corian® embodies the spirit of endless evolution.

This brochure offers an overview of design considerations that, we hope, will inspire you to consider DuPont™ Corian® High Tech Surface for your home.
Virtues of Corian®

WHETHER WORKING HARD ON AN EASY-CARE BENCHTOP OR ENDURING AS A DECORATIVE WALL DESIGN, CORIAN® IS THE EMBODIMENT OF GRACE UNDER PRESSURE. WELCOMING SHAPE, PATTERN, LIGHT AND TECHNOLOGY, THIS HIGH-TECH SURFACE IS COMFORTABLE IN ALL KINDS OF ENVIRONMENTS, INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR, HUMID OR DRY, HYGIENE-CRITICAL OR HIGH-TRAFFIC.

SEAMLESS JOINS
Imagine never having to worry about a join position in your kitchen or bathroom surface! DuPont™ Corian® can be joined together seamlessly to create a one piece homogenous look. Ideal for large benchtops and islands.

NEVER PERMANENTLY STAIN
Your Corian® benchtop is there to be used and admired. Unlike many other benchtop surfaces, Corian® is non-porous, everyday substances that can permanently stain and mark other surfaces can be used on Corian® with confidence.

FORMABLE
Boxes, squares, hard corners. That’s the standard recipe for most benchtops, but not with Corian®. It can be formed to any shape with seamless joins offering you inspired designs in benchtops, splashbacks and waterfall ends.

TRANSLUCENT
The translucency of DuPont™ Corian® is especially striking in the lighter colours as well as thinner sheets. Many designers are now using the material to create lighting effects within the home.

REPAIRABLE
Accidental damage can usually be repaired on site without having to completely replace the benchtop.

10 YEAR WARRANTY
DuPont™ Corian® is backed by a 10-Year Limited Warranty when fabrication and installation are performed by a DuPont™ Certified Fabricator Installer.

Right: Corian® Glacier White Island; Design by McBride Charles Ryan.
Corian® in the Kitchen

Lasting elegance in Corian®, the comforts of beauty are equalled by robust reliability, easy maintenance and endless adaptability. Imagine a smooth transition from benchtop to fascia, splashback to sink, food preparation to relaxed enjoyment. There are so many reasons why Corian® is the surface for today’s kitchen, and so many ways to utilise it, let us show you the possibilities.

Design by Hofman Dujardin Architects.
Edge detail - Create a kitchen with an edge

DUPONT™ CORIAN® GIVES YOU THE FREEDOM TO DESIGN A KITCHEN THAT IS UNIQUELY YOURS. YOU CAN MIX CORIAN® WITH VIRTUALLY ANY OTHER MATERIAL, AND WITH SO MANY COLOURS, TEXTURES AND SHAPES TO CHOOSE FROM, IT’S FUN TO EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITY.

Top left: Make a statement with a classic thick edge like the island which not only adapts to any environment but its eye-catching luxurious edge design makes a statement in style. Design by Kitchens by Design.

Left: The Corian® Raincloud organic pattern appealed to the client for the natural veins which were skilfully matched by the Corian® installer, running across the benchtop right down the waterfall end. Design by Wilko Cabiners.

Above: Corian® gives creativity a boost. Unconventional but at the same time functional, Corian® in this kitchen offers soft lines and sinuous thin European edge elegance. Design by Leicht Kichen.
Seamless sink integration - let your imagination flow

Incorporating sinks or bowls made of Corian® using seamed undermounting techniques eliminate rims that trap dirt and water, minimising cleaning and maintenance.

The ease of installation of single or double sinks or a series of units, makes it possible to design spaces that respond to criteria of practicality and multiple use, alongside highly emotional, individual, aesthetic values.

---

**Kitchen Sink Collection**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smooth 850</th>
<th>Smooth 873</th>
<th>Salty 9410**</th>
<th>Tasty 9610**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweet 857*</td>
<td>Sweet 802</td>
<td>Sweet 809</td>
<td>Sweet 804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet 805</td>
<td>Sweet 859*</td>
<td>Sweet 871</td>
<td>Sweet 881*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet 871</td>
<td>Sweet 859*</td>
<td>Sweet 965</td>
<td>Rounded 9310**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicy 967</td>
<td>Spicy 969*</td>
<td>Spicy 9920**</td>
<td>Spicy 9910**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet 809</td>
<td>Sweet 859*</td>
<td>Sweet 871</td>
<td>Sweet 881*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparkling 613 (R10)</td>
<td>Sparkling 651 (R10)</td>
<td>Sparkling 613 (R60)***</td>
<td>Sparkling 651 (R60)***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Extended lead times may apply  ** New sink models - Available July 2016  *** Only while stocks last
Sleek vertical surfaces - splashbacks & waterfall ends

WOULDN’T IT BE WONDERFUL IF YOU COULD DESIGN YOUR BENCHTOP TO FLOW SEAMLESSLY FROM YOUR HORIZONTAL TO YOUR VERTICAL SURFACES? YOU CAN, WITH CORIAN®. IT’S NOT ONLY A SENSATIONAL LOOK BUT PRACTICAL. THE ABILITY TO CREATE AN ENTIRE CONTINUOUS SURFACE IN CORIAN® IS ANOTHER OF THE MATERIAL’S MAIN ADVANTAGES.

Below: Hard working and versatile With no-failing grout join, coved splashbacks create a sleek one piece look that is easy to keep clean. Design by Jayen Innovations.

Right: Seamless beauty creating a long and sleek island bench without visible join lines on a 5th floor apartment with limited access was a challenge. This benchtop was manufactured and transported in 2 pieces and then connected smoothly once installed with matching waterfall ends. Design by Design INO Pty Ltd.

Bottom right: Design by Kitchen Design Studio Australia.
Doors - Open up to a world of possibilities

THE QUALITY OF CORIAN® ALLOWS FOR ALL KINDS OF APPLICATIONS, FROM BENCHTOPS, TO DOOR AND DRAWER FRONTS. THE PRISTINE WHITE AND CLEAN CRISP LINES OF THIS MATERIAL ALLOWS YOU THE DESIGN FREEDOM TO CREATE KITCHEN SURFACES THAT RESIST THE EVERYDAY WEAR AND TEAR.

Left: Illumination. In the kitchen area, Jean Nouvel has used back-lit panels in Corian® to create a playful ‘Chinese shadows’ feature, which reveals the utensils contained in the kitchen cupboards in shadow. Design by Jean Nouvel.

Top: Open a world of possibilities. DuPont™ Corian® benchtops and door surfaces can be cleverly integrated into a homogenous colour scheme for a simple yet effective solution for doors, Corian® inspires chip resistant square edge details Design by Art of Kitchens.
Outdoor Kitchen - A breath of fresh air

INDOOR MATERIAL SELECTION BLENDS TO THE OUTDOOR TO CREATE ENTERTAINING AREAS OF IMPRESSIVE PROPORTIONS. DUPONT™ CORIAN® PROVIDES THE OPPORTUNITY TO SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATE HIGH QUALITY FINISHES THROUGHOUT THE HOME AND CONTINUING TO THE ALFRESCO KITCHEN.

Below: A weather-wise solution. Robust, durable, waterproof, UV resistant, multi-talented and easy to care for (and effortlessly good-looking) it’s no surprise that Corian® has also made its way outdoors. Design by Art of Kitchens.

Top Right: Technology that can tick all the boxes. For projects which would benefit from beautiful high-tech UV resistant cladding applications, Corian® is the ideal partner for outdoor kitchens.

Bottom Right: A breath of fresh air combining our love of the great outdoors with entertaining, Corian® breaths fresh air into the old BBQ area by creating stunning alfresco kitchen spaces.
Corian® in the Bathroom

Let your bathroom be a reflection of you. With Corian®, you can create a sanctuary of wellness that echoes your personality. Surround yourself with colours and textures you love to wake up to. Mould Corian® into soothing shapes. Mix it with tiles, metal, wood, stone or glass. Have it fitted on your walls, horizontal surfaces, or moulded into bath surrounds.

Image courtesy of DuPont
Shower walls & floors - A finish to floor you

BEAUTY WAS MADE TO BE ENJOYED. AS MUCH AS AESTHETIC APPRECIATION LIES IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER, ITS VALUE IS MULTIPLIED WHEN WE CAN ENJOY THOSE MOMENTS OF LUXURY KNOWING THAT CORIAN® SURFACES ARE SO EASY TO LIVE WITH. COOL IN ITS SOPHISTICATION AND CALM IN ITS APPEAL, CORIAN® IS ALSO WARM AND SENSUAL TO THE TOUCH MAKING IT PERFECT FOR SHOWER WALL AND BATHROOM FLOOR ENVIRONMENTS.

Below: Corian® Lava Rock shower walls; design by Ultraspace.

Top Right: Living with carefree elegance. As proud as we are of the cutting edge design capabilities of Corian®, we also understand that your chosen material must be sympathetic to a wide range of harmonious materials. DuPont™ Corian® can go the distance of meeting your long term practical needs. Design by Minosa Design.

Bottom Right: Multi-talented. Long-lasting and a pleasure to live with, DuPont™ Corian® performs in so many ways – and on any surface. Right at home in shower walls and floors, it is entirely up to you. Go ahead, splash out! Design by Minosa Design.
WHERE THERE IS A DESIGN DILEMMA, DUPONT™ CORIAN® SO OFTEN PROPOSES AN ELEGANT AND MEANINGFUL SOLUTION. WHETHER THE CHALLENGE MAY LIE IN SPACE OR STORAGE, FORM OR CONTENT, FITTING AROUND PLUMBING OR INCORPORATING TECHNOLOGY, INTEGRATED THINKING APPLIED TO A HIGHLY WORKABLE MATERIAL CAN RESOLVE THE ISSUES IN STYLE.

All images courtesy of DuPont.
Seamless basin integration

Within the confines of the bathroom, the seamless construction and extensive colour palette of Corian are easily configurable to suit a variety of interior styles. The pure elegant forms of Corian basins and worksurfaces integrate effortlessly into these surroundings, creating intimate spaces that reflect the personality of their owner and that play host to life’s daily rituals.

*B Extended lead times may apply
There is an increasing number of buildings around the world that have exploited the considerable benefits of wall systems with Corian®. By virtue of its longevity, resistance and renewability, Corian® can defy the toll of time when it comes to a building’s inner and outer beauty.

Design by Bijl Architecture in collaboration with AR-MA.
Wall to wall style

COMPATIBLE WITH A RANGE OF DECORATIVE TECHNIQUES, FIXING SYSTEMS AND COMPLEMENTARY MATERIALS, DUPONT™ CORIAN® OFFERS AN EXPANSIVE VISTA OF DESIGN AND APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES FOR EXTERIOR USE.

Above: Day and night. Homeowners are always thinking of new ways of designing their space and new materials to experiment with. Give an extra dimension to your exterior surfaces with the beauty of backlit cladding panels made with Corian®.

Right: Forward thinking. One colour and one material (Corian®) work for both walls and floor panels to create a monolithic courtyard. Design by David Giovannini.
Power up smart devices, wirelessly

Introducing the DuPont™ Corian® Charging surface.

On the outside, this is our signature, stylish Corian® solid surface. What makes this unique is what’s underneath. Hidden from view is a transmitter that powers up smartphones, tablets and more, wirelessly.

HERE’S HOW TO WIRELESSLY CHARGE SMART DEVICES:

1. Select a Corian® surface colour from the hues and patterns available.

2. Decide where in your designs, a charging surface(s) will work best.

3. A DuPont™ Corian® fabricator * will install the device(s) along with the surface installation.

4. Once installed, place your wireless enabled device (or connect a wireless charging ring for non-wireless enabled devices) over the charging spot and power up begins automatically. Charging stops when battery is full.

It’s that simple!
An intrigue of colour

TRENDS AND TASTES MAY COME AND GO, BUT RESPECTING PERSONAL PREFERENCE IS THE KEY TO A HAPPILY DESIGNED HOME. DUPONT™ CORIAN® OFFERS AN ORIGINAL AND CAREFULLY SELECTED COLLECTION OF COLOURS FROM THE PUREST OF WHITES, TO UNDERSTATED NEUTRALS TO DEEPER, STRONGER TONES. THIS INCLUDES BOTH PURE, SOLID HUES AND OPTIONS WITH SUBTLE TEXTURAL EFFECTS, FROM A MATRIX OF PARTICULATES TO INTRIGUING VEINING, ALLOWING YOU TO HARMONISE WITH OTHER TONES AND TEXTURES WITHIN A SCHEME.

Solid
The solid colour collection of Corian® ranges from the pure Designer White through to the darkest tone of Deep Nocturne.

Particulate
The particulate aesthetic is manufactured by introducing previously made Corian® material which is then ground to create different sized ‘particles’ that are added to the colour being produced.

Organic
The Organic veining of Corian® comprises of leading edge aesthetics inspired by the subtleties of nature and fine design, while retaining the time tested elegance and performance of the original solid surface material.